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enovations require forethought. A possible
new kitchen here, a bigger bathroom there.

But in the case of Jean and Peter Helwing, it
took a year and half just to decide whether or
not to purchase the totally dilapidated space they have
since completely re-imagined and currently call home.
Ceremoniously, the one-year renovation began with
getting rid of the pigeons that were nesting in the spot
that is now the master bedroom.
The 5,000-square-foot three-bedroom, three-level city
home on Main Street has had several previous lives since
its construction somewhere around the late 1870s. The
building, according to Greenville Historical Society records
from 1926, was known as The Davenport. It housed a
beauty parlor, a women’s exchange, a jeweler, a notary, a
real estate office, a hat company and a dry goods, as well
as a hardware store, shoe store and a department store
throughout the years.
With a leaky ceiling, a tarp over the unfinished skylights,
crumbling brick walls, and well-worn floors, the raw
environment in total disrepair was certainly daunting.
“We actually had to go up the back fire escape to get in,”
jokes Peter. The Helwings originally saw the property
when they stopped into Greenville while driving from

their New Hampshire home to their Florida home in 2008.
One stroll down Main Street and they were hooked.
Downsizing from their large homes in New Hampshire
and Florida, and with Peter being a painter, they knew they
wanted a place to accommodate numerous sculptures
and artwork (more than 50 paintings) that they had been
collecting over the years. Working with builder John
DuBonn and interior designer Barbara Dalton, they’ve
created an urbane city space that lends itself to effortless
entertaining while also showcasing their art collection.
“Our builder had the aesthetic sense and experience on
how to make it a home, how to renovate an old building and
turn it into a modern residence,” Jean says. “In fact, John
and Barbara worked exceedingly well together, exchanging
ideas and incorporating ours as well.”
A soaring spiral staircase with black metal balustrades
was built completely on-site and connects the entry level to
the kitchen, living room, dining room and master bedroom
on the second level and the guest bedrooms, den, studio
and patio on the third. All rooms flow together thanks to
a carefully curated palette of muted paint colors. “We took
special care to design the space to feel livable, warm and
comfortable, since it could feel cavernous with the 16-foot
ceilings,” Jean says.
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The large open kitchen features custom storage, dual
pantries, a marble-topped island, a wine cooler, a work
desk and an informal dining table that seats five. “We
love to cook, entertain and we often have parties,” says
Peter. Two huge lantern-like fixtures add drama as well as
light and are suspended over the island. An Asian chest
is a strong counterpoint and adds interest, but is also a
reminder of Peter’s childhood – he was born in Shanghai.
In the more formal dining room a massive round table
with four leaves opens to seat 12, while an oversized brass
chandelier hangs overhead. A glass statue resides in a
specially designed and uniquely top and bottom-lit niche.
A limestone fireplace was installed as well as coffered
ceilings in the living room to add a classical touch, and
custom cabinetry showcases collectibles while plantation
shutters fill the room with sunshine.
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Hardwood floors add warmth, and the barrel-ceiling hallway on the second floor exhibits art just like
a museum gallery. The luxurious master bath features geometric silvery sage and gray tile details with a
white porcelain European-style soaking tub; the custom-designed “car wash shower,” as Jean calls it, is a
walk-through with an entrance on each side. A coffered ceiling in the master bedroom features recessed
lighting and shimmering bombe chests flank the intricately carved four-poster bed. There’s also a small
office and seating area off the master for Jean with a charming outside balcony.
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Peter’s third level studio/office is his sanctuary where he works
on his “watercolor realism” doing still lifes, landscapes and water
scenes. The cheerful, bright room looks toward West Greenville,
dotted with church steeples and urban rooftops. Nearby is a
bathroom with a deep stainless steel sink that is perfect for clean
up at the end of a painting session. Peter’s art has been widely
exhibited at Artisphere, Centre Stage and a local restaurant,
Augusta Grill. His exquisitely detailed artwork can also be
viewed at www.HelwingArt.com.
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Two guest bedrooms are on the third level. There’s a casual
den that opens out to the terrace with another custom-built
entertainment center plus a wet bar. The terrace, which the
Helwing’s added and where Jean likes to spend quiet time
reading, has retractable screens and is a perfect place for
outdoor grilling and dining with a view overlooking Main
Street. The Helwings worked with the city to add the roof
over the terrace and reproduced the archway details, which
were present on the building’s façade.
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All seven building condo homeowners share a lovely outdoor courtyard with open air
and covered areas and a handsome, wood paneled club room with full bar and a fireplace.
Additionally, a common room holds private wine vaults with storage for 750 bottles; each
condo gets one. Without a doubt, breaking open a bottle of bubbly was certainly in order
to celebrate this type of makeover magic. ah
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